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REACTION
paint protection film  
clear high gloss with combined ceramic finish

Scientifically proven, 2-in-1 Defence

SunTek Reaction is a completely reinvented product that merges the super hydrophobicity* of ceramic coating with 
premium, self-healing paint protection film. This advanced two-in-one construction keeps your finish looking like it 
rarely sees the road, thanks to impressive protective benefits. 

Reaction stands up head-on to flying gravel, salt, grit and more. It also has self-healing properties plus a noticeably clear 
finish with intense gloss and no orange peel appearance. This trailblazing PPF utilizes Eastman Tetrashield™ protective 
resin system technology, trusted by OEMs for their own finishes. 

Reaction is formidable defence against nature’s harshest elements too, with 25% more stain resistance than top brands. 
Acid rain, bird droppings, tree sap, insects and dirt all wash effortlessly away from Reaction’s slick surface, leaving only 
envy-inducing shine behind.

*The durability and level of hydrophobic property can be influenced by environmental conditions and other variables beyond Manufacturer’s control 
(e.g., road treatment chemicals and cleaning substances/frequency). 

Easy Clean Surface
OEM-trusted Tetrashield technology; easy-
clean efficiency from slick surface where 
water beads faster, taking dirt with it.

Clarity and Shine
Noticeably clear finish with intense gloss 
and no orange peel appearance.

Self-Healing
Repairing minor scratches is almost 
effortless; film self-heals using heat from  
a vehicle’s engine or the sun.

Stain Fighting
Up to 25% more stain resistance than other 
top brands; defends against acid rain, bird 
droppings and tree sap.

12 Year Limited Warranty
The manufacturer warrants professionally sold and applied SunTek® Paint Protection Film Reaction series 
against cracking, bubbling or yellowing for a period of twelve years from the date of purchase of the 
Product. This 12-year limited warranty applies only to SunTek Paint Protection Film Reaction series.  
Other restrictions apply; contact a SunTek dealer or a customer service representative for details.


